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Short-term market: S&P 500 – 11 years

The S&P is up to new all-time highs within the longer-term rising channel of
the past 10 years and may be overbought on a short-term basis, but the
long-term trend is well established. The strength of the past three months
has moved the S&P up and out from the overall range period of the previous
two years and suggests to us that another stronger cycle to the upside is
underway. The previous resistance zone of 2950–3000 is now the first area
of strong support, in our opinion, with the longer-term lower trendline serving
as long-term bull market support currently around the 2700 level and rising.

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management; past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Long-term market cycles 1925–2019
The long-term secular bull market continues to make progress despite mixed
readings from many market and economic indicators and a wide variety of opinions
This is similar to past secular bull periods where wider acceptance of the bull market
strength did not come until much later in the cycle. If the current secular bull trend
develops in a similar way to previous cycles we it would imply to us there could be
several more years of upside progress until the market reaches the kind of
excessive readings it has seen in the past.

16- to 18-year
secular bear market

16- to 18-year
secular bear market

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management; past performance does not guarantee future results
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16- to 18-year
secular bear market

Long-term growth rate
of about 8%
(plus dividends)

DJIA with 4-month and 13-month moving averages
Bullish trend indicated when 4 mo. crosses above 13 mo.
Bearish trend indicated when 4 mo. crosses below 13 mo.
4-month moving average
13-month moving average
The 4-month moving average remains above the 13-month moving average with both
averages continuing to move in steep upward slopes. Since this is a monthly indicator, the
daily and weekly changes in the market are of little effect to the averages and it takes several
months for a strong bullish trend to change on this longer-term view.
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management; past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Investor sentiment – 30 years
The American Association of Individual
Investors is an organization that polls its
members weekly on whether they believe
the market will be up, down, or unchanged,
six months in the future. This is a graph
showing the percentage of the members
who gave a bullish response, measured with
a 50-week moving average in red plotted
against the S&P 500 in black. These
surveys began in 1988.

Percentage of bullish investors
(Right-hand scale)
S&P 500
(Left-hand scale)

The level of bullish investor sentiment is trending lower even after the strength in the
markets this year. Low sentiment readings imply that the correction risk may be limited,
as these low readings are associated more with market bottoms than tops. Bull markets
tend to generate much higher readings of bullish sentiment over time.

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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TSX Composite – 11 years

The long-term trend on the TSX continues to be positive with the short-term
rally taking the index up to the higher end of the overall range of the past
several years. We expect more of the same general strength ahead as the
main sectors of the TSX are either neutral or strengthening on a technical
basis. The first support around 16000 looks solid as it has now been tested
on three occasions.

TSX relative performance to the S&P 500

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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Currencies – 5-year trends

The trend on the U.S. dollar is close to breaking down from
the uptrend of the past 18 months with a move below 96
being a technical signal of a possible move back to the next
support in the 91–92 area.

The Canadian dollar is close to a breakout to the upside from the general range of the past
year with a move above 0.78 being a technical confirmation of additional upside back up to the
resistance around 0.82.

Charts courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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S&P sectors & market indexes cycle positions
Relative positioning of major sectors within their individual cycles
Most market sectors are in correcting trends of
some sort, with some nearing potential bottoming
Midcap
points with improving trends likely to develop
TSX, Technology
S&P, DJIA, Small cap
over the next several months. With so many
Financials, Health Care
Utilities
market areas in correcting trends, it appears that
Industrials
Nasdaq Comp
it will also take a good amount of time for the
Consumer Cyclicals
indexes to go through a bottoming process
before longer-term uptrends begin again.
Consumer Staples
Materials

Emerging markets

World markets ex-U.S.
↑ ↓ = Position change from last month
Canadian $

Energy stocks
Crude oil
Transports
Interest rates
Late bear trends
“Wait”

Early bull trends
“Buy”

Late bull trends
“Hold”

Source - RBC Wealth Management
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Early bear trends
“Sell”

Select groups cycle positions
Our relative positioning of groups of interest within their individual bull
and bear cycles
Aerospace/Defense
Telecom, Canadian Banks
Medical Devices
Drugs

REITs

Big U.S. Banks
Software ↑
Brokers
Semiconductors
Home Builders
Regional Banks

Social Media
MLPs
Nat Gas stocks
Steel
Ag Commodities
Copper
Int’l Oil
China Oil Service
Late Bear Trends
“Wait”

Gold, Silver
Forest Products ↑
Shipping

Biotech

January 2020

Railroads
Restaurants
Retailers
Foods
Solar
Internet
Chemicals
Coal

↑ ↓ = Position change from last month

Gaming, Autos ↑
Airlines,

Early Bull Trends
“Buy”

Copper Miners ↑

Late Bull Trends

Early Bear Trends

“Hold”

“Sell”

Source - RBC Wealth Management
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Gold – 11 years

The trend on gold has broken out into a new uptrend that could have bullish implications for the next one
to three years. Generally, the longer a security has spent in a bottoming period the more meaningful and
potentially higher an uptrend can run. We think it’s still possible gold may retest the 1350 breakout area,
but the more recent dip back to 1450 has now established that level as support as well.

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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Oil – Nine years

The trend on oil is still in an overall range for the long and short term
with the recent rally bringing it up into a resistance area of 63–66
with a breakout uncertain. A move through 66 would imply to us a
rally to the next resistance area of 77, but for now oil is near the
resistance level in the mid-60s that we think has a high likelihood of
containing the rally.

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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Stocks vs. commodities – 60 years

Stock prices rising

Commodity prices rising

The CRB Index is a basket of commodities consisting of about 40% energy,
30% agricultural, and 30% metals in its composition, and over long periods
tends to move in the opposite direction of stocks, as this chart illustrates. If
the trend in stocks is truly a long-term secular bull market that lasts years, we
would expect to see commodity prices remain generally low, as they have
done during previous major cycles. Currently, the CRB Index is in a declining
trend that could challenge the 45-year low point over the next few months.

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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10-year Treasury note yield for 140 years

The 35-year downtrend in yields is still intact with little sign of a long-term bottoming
trend yet, in our opinion. The range of the past four months has been mostly 1.5%–
2.0%, and this may be the start of a bottoming period with those levels being the
areas to watch in either direction over the next several months. Generally, long
declines in most securities lead to long bottoming periods, and we would expect that
a bottoming period on interest rates will be measured in years.

Decades-long “bottoming
periods” are possible.

Chart courtesy of MultPL.com and RBC Wealth Management
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